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Thank you very much, this time after closing command prompt everything is ok. I have a Lenovo G580 with Windows 7 Ultimate SP1. I apply this patch but I find a binary
file named “sys1250.dll” which is causing a problem. I do not know what is it and how to handle it. What would be the program or application to which the file belongs? In

Windows 7 Ultimate SP1 these are two: sysam.dll and sysams.dll. I do not know which of them is the one causing the problem or whether they are related at all. I have
found your instructions and I did something similar but instead of the sfc /scannow command I used the free windows and it worked. However the problem with my ip6.db
files did not go away. I still see that file in C:\windows\system32\config and the sfc /scannow did not recognize it. Where did you get this command from that worked for
you. Hi, great post. I have a Lenovo G580 with Windows 7 Ultimate SP1. I try to upgrade to Windows 8 but get “Driver not supported” warning. I apply this patch and it
worked but I still have the issue “gpu: nvidia: error: [ccore(0)@LNXB0_0xe3bf3c0] egr.1 read error: 6a7b4cac” and “bugcheck: 0x7d” on bootup. Any help? Hello, this

worked perfectly with the Windows 8 AHCI install over Windows 7. Hopefully this will help others out. For everyone who is trying to install a Windows 8 on a SSD please
ensure you have at least Windows 7 UEFI or Windows 7 AHCI support. If you are using Windows 7 Home Premium or Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit read this article

before trying to install Windows 8. I had a lot of problems with windows 8 on a SSD. If you haven’t already go to this website; Windows 8 installer disk image download the
first link.
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I'am using windows 7 64bit, doesn' t work on nVidia and radeon drivers. Patch just uninstalls the nVidia driver and blacklist it. Not really sure if it's something I can do, or is
there a way to roll-back to default drivers? I tried to fix the HD again and rollback but can't remember the steps I did, reinstall the drivers and rebooting was about it. This
way I cannot use both cards again. I know it is a " " issue, but does anyone know a solution to this? In the meantime I am very pleased that I found this PPA. Thank you :)
I'm having issues with the intel hd graphics driver on my laptop. I don't get any video when I boot. I read that if you use this hyper v driver it might cause problems with

windows 7. Is there a fix for this? I'm using windows 7 and the D vga driver of Intel P4 or Intel I3. I install this patch before and the thing is that it doesn't remove the drivers
(intel and D drivers). I've uninstalled this patch and everything was ok. I've read that there are 2 drivers for my cpu, and now when I've installed the D driver I got black

screen even when I'm at the login screen. When I install the kernel patch, I can't boot at all, even if I disable intel D driver before installing patch, I've got black screen. This
update is horrible, I was unable to boot using Windows 8.1 Pro so I used a liveusb to run the fixboot, fixmbr, and fixbootrec.exe. Then I ran bootrec.exe /FixBoot and

restarted the computer and did the same thing again but now windows is completely gone. I tried running a System file checker and a chkdsk but both failed to fix any
issues. Then I finally got to try another recovery option and that was using the Windows support tool to repair my windows installation (reinstalling) at first I thought it was
going to work but it was completely unhelpful. I then tried an install disk to check that it was the only disk in the drive and that it was the right disk and still no luck. I was
then able to boot into memtest on grub1.99 by removing "quiet splash vt.handoff=7". But then I tried to enter the windows repair tool and it started grinding and grinding

and grinding and finally froze and wont give me anything and no way to try an alternate recovery. I tried many many times at the same issue. I have over 3GB of free
space, over 1TB of free harddrive space and a 500GB WD Caviar Black SSD so at this point im not sure what to do other than reformat. 5ec8ef588b
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